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Preface
The topic of syndicated lending has attracted the attention of
practitioners, policy-makers and, more recently, academic researchers.
The international market for syndicated credits – loans where several
banks form a group to lend to a borrower – emerged as a sovereign business in the 1970s and subsequently became a source of funding widely
relied upon by corporate borrowers, currently representing no less than
one third of funds raised on international financial markets, including
securities and equity issuance. On the eve of the sovereign default
by Mexico in 1982, most of developing countries’ debt already
consisted of syndicated loans, which then shaped policy to work out the
crisis. The default threatened large Western financial institutions and
indeed parts of their countries’ financial systems. The eventual restructuring of Mexican debt into Brady bonds, whereby creditors saw their
loans exchanged for securities guaranteed by the US government, created a precedent in the way it changed the structure of financial
markets.
The approach of this book is pragmatic. We have attempted to write in
a manner that will be useful for students and academics as well as practitioners. Since the field of syndicated lending is interdisciplinary, theoretical material relating to financial and development economics is
presented along with practical elements of corporate finance. Thus, the
first chapters provide an overview of global market for syndicated loans
and discuss its development during the past decades. The focus is then
placed on the analytical investigation of the determinants in the demand
and supply in syndicated lending, with special attention paid to borrowers from emerging and industrialized countries for the demand side, and,
for the supply side, banks’ balance sheets and income structures, strategies and information sets. The differences between syndicated lending
and disintermediated securities financing are highlighted. Information
asymmetry issues are explored between borrowers and lenders, as well as
lenders of various seniorities. A special chapter is devoted to the role of
syndicated lending in distressed economies. To all intents and purposes,
while the text summarizes a great amount of parctitioners’ material by
describing the workings of the market, it also attempts to synthesize
some of the more important and relevant academic research studies in
this field, highlighting some relevant policy issues along the way.
xvi
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